No Doubts: The Benefits of Private Cremation

A Leading Edge Innovation...

Hamilton Pet Meadow provides a leading edge innovation in Cremation: the ONLY M10 Animal Crematory in New Jersey.

PROVIDING FAMILIES WITH THE ASSURANCES THEY NEED.

If a cremation service provider says that they provide “INDIVIDUAL CREMATION” or uses such terms as: “INDIVIDUAL SEGREGATION,” “INDIVIDUAL PARTITIONED,” or “SEPARATE CREMATION” it does NOT necessarily mean that pets are cremated in a private chamber. The current industry standard term “INDIVIDUAL CREMATION” is misleading and can easily be misinterpreted. The definition of Individual Cremation is that more than one pet is placed in a cremation chamber; these pets are then cremated at the same time with some sort of separation between such as trays, refractory bricks, or even space. The pets are kept separate from one another however it is possible for co-mingling of cremains to occur. At Hamilton Pet Meadow we do not take those chances.

Our state of the art M10 Pet Crematorium is specially built to address the issue of Individual Cremation and allows us to provide the highest form of service in the industry, True Private Cremation. During a Private Cremation only ONE pet is placed in a crematory chamber at a time, this ensures that NO co-mingling of cremains can occur, and each family receives their pet’s ashes and only their pet’s ashes back. We can perform up to 10 Private Cremations at a time without risk of co-mingling cremains. Every chamber is separately controlled, this allows us to reserve chambers for families who wish to receive priority (same day) cremation.

We at Hamilton Pet Meadow understand that the aftercare of your loved one is of paramount importance and should never be left to chance. We believe that True Private Cremation is the only way to ensure the integrity of the cremation process and is the right way to do things. Please be sure that if you are in need of cremation services, that you know what type of service you are truly receiving.

Hamilton Pet Meadow is the only IAOPCC Accredited pet crematory service in New Jersey.